Congratulations!

As a Best Doctors member, you
have the expertise of more than 53,000 of the world’s best
doctors at your fingertips!

I can’t imagine what I
would have done if I
didn’t have Best Doctors
as a free benefit.

Simply by contacting Best Doctors, you can have your medical
diagnoses and treatment plans reviewed by carefully selected
expert physicians. All services are conveniently provided by phone or
online so there is no need for additional travel. And Best Doctors’ services
are 100% confidential and completely free to you!

Services Available:
Expert Second Opinion Service
A Review of Your Medical Case by a WorldLeading Doctor

The Best Doctors InterConsultation® service lets
you get a second opinion from one of the world’s
most well respected doctors. We match your case to
the most appropriate medical expert, who reviews
your diagnosis and treatment plan in great detail.
You don’t visit a doctor or leave home. Just give us
permission to collect your medical records and we do
the rest—in complete confidence, at no cost.
You’ll receive an in-depth, easy-to-understand
report with our expert’s opinions and, if necessary,
recommended changes. Even if your medical condition
doesn’t seem serious at the time, it’s worth calling
Best Doctors just to be sure.

Critical Care Support

Expert Second Opinions for Catastrophic
Medical Events

The Critical Care Support service lets you call on a
Best Doctors expert for guidance during accidents
or medical events that require emergency treatment,
intensive care or extended hospital stays. After you
call Best Doctors, an expert immediately gets involved
in your case, working with your local medical team
to provide his or her recommendations. It’s an earlyintervention version of InterConsultation® specifically
for extreme situations. So you can be sure that the
right decisions are being made when time is critical.

Ask the Expert™

Fast Answers to Your Medical Questions

A brief doctor’s visit doesn’t give you enough
time to get all your questions answered. And the
Internet can be confusing and scary. The next time
you have questions about a medical condition
or treatment, ask an Expert. With Best Doctors
Ask the Expert™ service, you can discuss your
questions and concerns with a nurse over the
phone. Then the nurse will share them with the
most appropriate Best Doctors specialist. You’ll
quickly receive the Expert’s written answers in an
easy-to-understand report. No needless worrying,
wondering or wandering the web.

Find a Best Doctor™

Finding a Best Doctor, local to you.

The exclusive Best Doctors database is made up
of the top 5% of physicians in the US. Each Expert
has been peer nominated and designated as the
best by other doctors in a Gallup®-certified process.
While many of our Experts are located near major
teaching facilities and centers of medical excellence,
Best Doctors is happy to search our database on
your behalf for a specific specialist who meets your
search criteria.

For more information, or to take advantage of any of the Best Doctors services,
call 866.904.0910 or visit members.bestdoctors.com.

